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Do you know someone whose house reflects a shabby chic, old-world design? Or do you plan of en
1. Consider first the person to whom you will be giving the globe.
Tell him or her that a globe is a very good decorative accessory in your home.
2. Shop around for the globe that you like.

In the shops everywhere, as well as in countless websites over at the Internet, there is a wid
3. Do you want to give a small table globe or a bigger one, like a floor model?

Remember that there are also globes that can be converted into a table or floor model with jus
4. There are also globes that illuminate
Illuminated globes however have a more modern feel compared with unlighted, antique ones. So,
5. Consider also the detail your globe should have

The more basic globes have the names of countries. Some have more details, like cities and oth
6. Purchasing Tips
-

Check if the stand goes with the globe
Inspect if the globe stand is sturdy enough to hold the globe
Check the accuracy of the globe
Is the globe from a reputable manufacturer?

8. Ensure You Can Return It

If you have decided to finally buy one, make sure that you can return it or exchange for anoth
9. Taking care of the globe

If you are giving a friend or family member an antique, old-world globe, you should remind him
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